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PUBLIC  PROGRAMS & FIELD TRIPS
CANCELED  UNTIL  FURTHER  NOTICE

Message from the CSAS President

Well, yet another month has disappeared so rapidly and yet, as you'll see in this issue, many people have slowed down 
to watch and enjoy the birds.  I'm truly appreciative of the several reports that were sent to me for inclusion here, and 

each one teaches me something new, not least to simply think about what each means; is it a straightforward story, or is there 
something deeper to be discerned?  One of the aspects of birding that I love is that we can see new behaviors that make us realize 
that birds, just like humans, are constantly adapting - after all, in a changing world, a species doesn't get to survive for millions 
of years unless it adapts (at the population level).  One of the interesting shifts in the science these days is to recognize that 
each species is endowed with a type of intelligence that facilitates its survival.  We still often tend to attribute "intelligence" to 
crows, parrots and other birds that demonstrate some level of human-style intelligence, almost as if that puts them in a higher 
plane than other creatures, but that's really out of touch now.  Fortunately, new books are emerging which demonstrate new 
ways of thinking about intelligence; for instance, I'm just reading a brand new publication by Jennifer Ackerman, (author of 
"The Genius of Birds") entitled "The Bird Way" in which she discusses bird learning, deception, intuition, language and so on. 
I highly recommend it.

ANNUAL MEETING by ZOOM
Wednesday June 17th at 4pm

Our Chapter bylaws mandate that we hold an annual meeting every June, basically to ensure that you, our members, have 
the opportunity to vote on our Board for the next year whereby you can nominate yourself or somebody else for the 

Board; democracy in action we might say.  Of course, in the world of local volunteer organizations such as ours, there's never 
a contest for Board seats.   I suppose that if we could make the Chapter socially controversial in some way, we might facilitate 
competition to be on the Board - but then, we'd be a different organization!
These are the positions and people up for nomination, and if you wish to nominate yourself or someone else for any one of these 
roles, or for a more general role on the Board, please let me know.  Here's our current cast of characters:
President:    Barry Boulton
1st Vice-President:  Ralph Retherford (Programs VP)
2nd Vice-President:
Secretary:   Jean Dakota
Treasurer:   Linda Millspaugh

The Zoom meeting information is:
Time: June 17, at 4:00 PM Pacific Time
Join Zoom meeting:  https://us04web.zoom.us/j/77548130525?pwd=NVZBakRqeWxiV1k0NHlzQzduZjFpUT09
Meeting ID: 775 4813 0525
Password: 5S5VwW

Barry Boulton



A Delightful Rescue Story
Story & photos by Sandy Greenberg

May 24 - Acorn Woodpeckers evicting Nuttall's Woodpeckers.

I had a bit of a problem because over the last couple of hours I had witnessed Acorn Woodpeckers dropping baby Nuttall’s Woodpeckers 
out of their nest. The Acorns would not let the mother near. There was quite a ruckus which brought this to my attention in the first 

place. The Acorns, up to five, were attacking the babies on the ground and then the mother when she tried to go near. There were four 
dropped from the nest. I finally placed them in a box as the mother couldn't go near them. Not sure what to do, but could not stand 
by and watch.

I went straight to feeding them live meal worms and after two feedings I checked my messages and Mother Lode Wildlife called twice. 
I had been so busy figuring out what to do and buying mealworms , which are not easy to find live, that it was about 4 PM by the 

time I talked to them. She was incredibly helpful and agreed that placing them in a bird box was a good idea. I was worried about doing 
that. She said if the parents had not come back by 10 AM she would come to the house. Fortunately, they came at around 9 AM. I was 
so relieved!

I had an extra bluebird box and it was hung that night. I placed all 4 babies in the box after feeding each one of them several live me-
worms, ( that was an interesting experience in itself )  at dusk and then prayed all night they would be ok. They were very noisy in 

the morning and about 9 AM both parents showed up and fed them everyday until they fledged about May 31. It was one of the most 
amazing, valued experiences of my life. Yes, I took lots of pics from start to finish and lots of people were vested in their well being on 
Facebook. Something positive to follow was good for everyone.
 

 Safely in hand                                      Ready for food!                                             There you go!

  Ready for more food!                                     Father obliges                                        Mother brings an insect



The Pecking Order among Birds
Story & photos by Alan Beymer

I am now convinced that there is a pecking order among birds, but I cannot tell you precisely what it is because it’s a fluid situa-
tion, at least in our backyard. Depending on the species, the time of day and the observer’s position and attention span, the deck 

constantly gets shuffled.  Although my statistics are minimal and mostly photographic, as Yogi Berra once said, “You can observe a 
lot by watching.”

First in are the robins. They appear quietly, like an advance scouting party. One, two, then three. They eschew the hanging feed-
ers, and only occasionally go for ground seed. But they love unturned oak leaves, and recently-planted flower beds. True to their 

reputation, they pull worms seemingly from nowhere. Though the early bird gets the worm, robins do not sit atop the pecking order. 
Steller’s Jays rule our backyard feeders in Hathaway Pines. Ubiquitous, raucous, and alert, jays are first in and often last out at the 
feeders. They give ground to no other avian species. They arrive noisy, low and fast.

Close behind are the Black-headed Grosbeaks. When jays take a break grosbeaks materialize. Although their song fills our yard, 
the effect is stereophonic and their precise location is difficult to ascertain until they land at the feeder. They will eat seed on 

the ground, but prefer suet. When jays return from their break, the grosbeaks fly off.  Occasionally a solo Acorn Woodpecker arrives, 
scouting the yard from a nearby incense cedar. It too will move out grosbeaks and is seemingly unafraid of jays. One surmises that 
the Acorn Woodpecker might rule the roost, but its absences are prolonged. Our backyard birds have short memories and you must 
be present to win.

Ground feeders have their own schedule and hierarchy, unhampered by the need to claim a feeder spot. Wild Turkeys arrive 
about 6:30 a.m. and gobble up much of the ground food. They saunter off and Mourning Doves and California Quail arrive 

almost simultaneously. The quail and doves mingle freely. On the ground, the doves give way grudgingly, and usually only to jays. 
Quail are quicker to head for the exit. They have no desire to match brawn with turkeys or jays.

And then, cautiously, very cautiously, the Bandtailed Pigeons arrive. They spend time in the canopy of our oaks and cedars, just 
sitting. Sometimes I am not aware of their presence until they begin their descent. Eventually one, two, three and then the en-

tire flock of perhaps a dozen cascades down to partake of the ground food. The pigeons do not disturb those already feeding. Doves, 
jays, and quail just move slightly and keep on feeding. The pigeons usually take off at my slightest movement.  Of all our backyard 
birds, they are the most skittish. And when they leave, they take the entire assemblage with them, jays and all.

Next there are the wild card birds - Juncos, CaliforniaTowhees, and Rufous Towhees. They like to gather under our deck and 
dart out when the opportunity for a meal seems likely. They can arrive at any time with or without other birds present. It is 

almost as if they inhabit a different world than the other birds.

My wife, a former elementary school teacher, calls this “parallel play.” As I understand it, that is when single or small groups of 
children occupy the same space, perhaps involved in the same activity, but not really acknowledging the presence of others.   

I think our backyard bird activity fits that description.



The CSAS Bird Nesting Box Program
Story by Gail Witzlsteiner with photos by Ralph Retherford

Like most people, we celebrated Mother’s Day differently this year. Due to the pandemic, we did not gather with family or friends. 
We don’t venture out much these days, just occasional trips to the market or post office.  The one trip we do make regularly is to 

monitor Audubon’s bluebird box trail along Highway 49/120.  I chose this one outing for my Mother’s Day “celebration” and the birds 
did not disappoint.   My husband David and I are new to this role. Skilled birders Ron and Barbara McDow did this job for a number 
of years before us.  They also monitored the 26 boxes along Highway 108 that Ralph Retherford is now doing. 

Like so many habitats in the world, those of the Eastern Bluebird (Sialia sialis), the Mountain Bluebird (Sialia currucoides) and the 
Western Bluebird (Sialia Mexicana), were negatively affected by logging, clearing and the use of metal fenceposts and insecticides. 

The introduction of English (now House) Sparrows and European Starlings was disastrous, as they spread quickly throughout the 
nation and dominated what was once bluebird habitat.  Soon bluebirds became rare or uncommon where they once flourished. 

Fortunately, awareness of the bluebird’s decline convinced individuals and groups to try to reverse the trend by building and placing 
additional (artificial) cavities for the bluebirds to use for nesting and by declaring war on house sparrows and starlings. As Audu-

bon volunteers, we ready the boxes for occupancy by cleaning them and making sure that they are safe from predators. The boxes are 
designed and built to discourage predators from entering.

Once the birds begin laying, we count the eggs and calculate the date(s) for the eggs to hatch. When the hatchlings arrive, we avoid 
opening the boxes, so as not to disturb them and then calculate the projected fledging date(s).  Once the birds have fledged, we 

clean the box in preparation for additional use. Many boxes will have a “double clutch.”  The Western Bluebirds are the most common 
residents of our boxes, but we have also seen Ash-throated Flycatchers, House Wrens and Tree Swallows using the boxes. 

It was the House Wrens who treated me on Mother’s Day to such a sweet and memorable moment. As I approached the box, I could 
hear the nestlings chattering away. I had expected them to have fledged, so was surprised to hear them.  I stopped a distance away.  

Their mother heard them too and soon there she was with food in her beak.  She entered the box and the chattering subsided. Mom 
was there, doing what mothers do; taking care of business, even on Mother’s Day!

                                          Western Bluebird hatchlings                                                  Mother on nest

Ash-throated Flycatcher eggs                      Tree Swallow eggs (brood on left has 7 eggs)



Another Story and Photos by Alan Beymer

The bird watching and photography is enriching my life. I find myself noticing details that I probably would never have picked up 
had I been performing my usual in and out of the house lifestyle. Thanks for encouraging us to look closely. 

After spending time watching our bird feeders, I have seen a pattern among Black-headed Grosbeaks at the suet holder that I 
cannot figure out. Sometimes the grosbeaks share the suet, one on each side of the cage, but mostly one arrives and one leaves. 

Sometimes, they appear to collide with wing flapping on both parties.  And, sometimes their beaks touch just momentarily before 
the "collision." I was able to record a sequence of three frames of this behavior on May 29 that were taken about 1/2 second apart. 

I'm not sure if this is a grosbeak couple, or just random male/female 
grosbeak. It almost looks like the incoming male is seeking food from 

the female. But, I am not sure about any of this other than it does hap-
pen on a somewhat regular basis. As far as I can tell, it does not happen 
with other birds, but then, the grosbeaks spend more time at the suet 
than other birds in our yard. I am guessing we have six grosbeaks (three 
couples?) in and out in various combinations. 

Editor’s note: Your story and photos are fascinating and raise the ques-
tion - what's going on here?  First, I took a look at my Stokes field guide 
where there's a photo very much like the non-adult male that you cap-
tured; the caption is "1st winter, male".  Well, since we're in late May, 
that seemed a little odd, so I checked Cornell's Birds of the World on-
line, and here's what is says:
One interesting feature of the Black-headed Grosbeak is that males 
do not attain definitive nuptial plumage until their second breeding 
season and vary in appearance from female-like to adult-male-like 
in their first potential breeding season. Only yearling males that most 
closely resemble adult males are able to defend a territory and attempt 
to breed. Extent of plumage development is positively correlated with 
testes size in yearling males. The sub-adult plumage worn by yearling 

males apparently helps deter aggression from older males: yearling males in female-like plumage are subject to less aggression from 
older males than are yearlings in adult-male-like plumage. Yearling males also arrive later on the breeding grounds than older 
males, likely to reduce aggressive encounters with more experienced adults. 
Given what it says here, I presume that this is a last year's male that is showing a submissive attitude to an adult male by offering food, 
which is a very good idea since breeding males are very aggressive and he could flatten this youngster!



Sightings & Interactions
May 10

We have a really neat Steller's Jay nest in our porch rafters 
that was occupied by a pair until Crows stole all the 

eggs last week.  So far they haven’t come back to lay more eggs, 
so I’m guessing they won’t (do they ever?).  If we get a nest next 
year, is there anything we can do to stop the crows that won’t 
also stop the jays?                                         Nancy Gardner

May 15

I'm sending you my bird sightings in Groveland over the last 
week. In and around my yard I have seen Oak Titmouse, 

Scrub Jays, California Quail, Western Bluebird, Red-tailed 
Hawk, American Robin, Acorn Woodpecker, Northern Flick-
er.   On Pine Mountain Lake I saw Red-winged Blackbirds, 
juvenile Killdeer, 8 + Turkey Vultures, Canada Geese, Great 
Blue Heron, and Steller’s Jays. 

Last night about sunset a Great Horned Owl flew in front of 
my car, landing on a branch across the road and turning to 

look at us. It was a thrilling moment, and easy to identify the 
owl. We were on Ferretti Rd. in Groveland in the Long Gulch 
area.                                                            Sharon Volponi

May 18

I think you would be interested to know that the Great Gray 
owls are still here near Groveland.  I was passing an area 

about 1/3 mile east of Groveland on Ferretti Rd last night and 
one flew across the road in front of me.  Irv Logan and I have 
seen them there in the past.                             Lester Fuller

May 18

I have 3 pairs of California Quail ready to nest in and around 
the area between my house and the hillside where coyote 

bushes are.  The other day a female was dusting herself while 
the male kept watch in the newly turned soil.  Several times 
while standing in the front yard they zoom by me on the way 
to the area around the coyote bushes.  I saw three pairs nesting 
last year and the babies were so tiny and cute.  There were 24 
babies all together. Thought out the year there was a constant 
18 birds staying around the house.

Kathy Martinez, San Andreas

May 18

I removed my hens from their house during the day to raise 
some store-bought chicks. I moved a nesting box outside 

so my one laying hen could do her thing. The other hen has 
been known to break and eat her eggs so I always try to listen 
to the good hen “announce” she’s laid an egg. I’ve also put a 
ceramic egg in the box so the bad hen will peck that and be 
discouraged. One morning after my hens’  “announcement" I 

went out and saw a huge Raven in the tree above the chickens. 
No egg. The next day the same thing. Not a broken shell. And   
the ceramic egg was gone. Looked all over for it. Now I know 
ravens will eat other birds and their eggs, but I wonder if he’s 
taking whole eggs home to the nest and now there’s a fake egg 
in that nest too.

Carolyn Lipnick, Copperopolis

May 25

We have a House Wren “hotel” on our front porch situat-
ed between two lanterns, each with nesting finches. We 

can watch them all from our living room windows. The House 
Finch nests in the hanging lanterns are  3’  from the House 
Wren. Today, we noticed the mother wren continually visiting 
the babies in one of the finch nests and realized that she is 
feeding each one at a time, until she gets chased away by the 
mother finch. The wren is still bringing insects to a wren who 
pokes out of the hole; I suspect her babies are about to fledge. 
It looks like she is feeding them tiny bugs. After a while, the 
mother finch parked herself on the edge of the nest to discour-
age any more “junk” food.
Should we try to discourage any of the wren’s feeding? Have 
you ever heard of this happening?               Barbara Merline
Editor's response: I just did some research and this is what I 
found on Cornell's Birds of the World:
" Some reports of feeding broods of other species. In one case 
a male fed nestling Northern Flickers repeatedly for sever-
al days in cavity about 40 cm above his own cavity, which 
at time contained his incubating mate. After eggs hatched, 
male fed both broods. In another case, male, after failing to 
attract mate to tree-mounted nest box, helped feed nestling 
black-headed grosbeaks nesting in same tree, often passing 
food to adult grosbeaks who were brooding young. Male fed 
grosbeak young for some time after they fledged, then began 
feeding brood of house sparrows in nest box 60 m from gros-
beak nest". 
So, it occasionally happens, and it's better to let the birds take 
care of the situation. I think the finch can handle the wrens.
May 26

I believe it is the male wren, whose house appears to now be 
empty, that is feeding the baby finches. If he can’t get to the 

nest because the mother is there, he flies to his house, pokes 
his head inside, then turns, swallows the bug, and flies away. I 
can then hear him singing the way he used to his mate. At least 
this is what I think!

Mostly he waits until mama finch is not around and then 
brings one bug at a time to each baby. She definitely 

doesn’t seem to be feeding them as much…maybe she knows 
they are full? No father finch in sight. He used to help feed 
them, and then, after his regurgitation, he’d always fly to his 
drinking saucer on the picnic table for a sip or two of water.

Barbara Merline



May 30

I had a male Costa’s hummingbird at my feeder on Dogtown 
Rd on May 2 and again this morning (5/30). Costa’s is a spe-

cies of the Sonoran Desert, but they have a tendency to wander 
north. There are only 2 records for Calaveras County in eBird, 
one of which reports 2 birds, which seems highly unlikely. The 
most recent previous report for the county was in 2004. There 
was also a May 2020 report from Tuolumne County.

Dan Airola, Angels Camp

June 2

I was sitting on my front porch watching the 6 Anna’s hum-
ming birds at the bird feeder and the coming and going of 

nesting finches under the eaves, and also doing some light 
reading. I felt a bug in my hair and brushed at it, not finding 
anything. A few minutes later, the same sensation but still no 
bug. I then felt and heard hummingbird wings behind me at 
my hair. I’m sure I startled as the hummer took off, but came 
back moments later, feeling him once again at my hair. I felt 
the slightest of tugs on one hair and he flew off. I think he 
picked-off the bug that had been bothering me!

Carol Lipnick, Copperopolis

May 30

Here is a summary of some sightings within a mile of my 
home in Murphys, over the past four weeks.

Today I saw an Orange-crowned Warbler feeding in some 
bushes. I have seen them in the area on earlier walks, but 

did not get pictures - until today. Very secretive and quiet bird, 
not easily seen.  Western Kingbirds - have seen these fairly of-
ten over the past three weeks, sometimes in pairs.  

Ash-throated Flycatchers - on walks, also in my front yard. 
Have seen adults and juvenile birds. Red-shouldered 

Hawk - observed nest, which now has at least one young bird. 
Observed one of the adults bring a King snake to the nest. 
Western Tanagers - in several locations, including front yard. 

Bluebirds - plenty of these, including a nesting pair in a box 
along Skunk Ranch Rd.  Tree Swallows - also plenty of these, 
observed collecting nest materials and standing guard over nest 
box. 

Watched an altercation between Swallows and Bluebirds 
over possession of a nest box in a neighbor’s back yard. 

There are two boxes, and apparently everyone is happy now, as 
one is occupied by Bluebirds and one by Swallows. Bullocks 
Orioles - lots of activity in our neighborhood, as they scour the 
oak treetops for food, and announce their presence frequently 
with their lively calls. Cedar Waxwings - in late April, a group 
of about 50 or 60 were observed in early morning, perching 
in a medium sized tree that had not leafed out yet. Once the 
sun hit the tree and they warmed up, they would depart in 
small groups for the day. Observed this morning gathering 
three times over a four day period. Also observed pairs of Wax-
wings passing a seed or green acorn back and forth in some 
kind of ritual (courtship?). Observed at least three different 
pairs of birds doing this, in the same tree on the same day. 
Yellow-rumped Warbler - have seen these on occasion, usually 
solo bird.

George Dondero

May 31

On my return from Berkeley I’m delighted to be reminded 
that May is Dogwood month in Arnold with those de-

lightful white flower displays. The neotropical migrants have 
arrived to breed and refuel for their return to the south.  Besides 
the Western Tanagers I’ve seen five of my summer warblers – 
Hermit, MacGillivray’s, Wilson’s, Yellow-rumped (Audubon’s) 
and Calaveras (Nashville).  Missing were the Black-throated 
Gray which prefers more oaks and was never common here, 
and the Townsend’s which, despite being here in winter have 
departed for the north country. 

Also surprisingly missing have been the Golden Crowned 
Kinglet and the White-headed Woodpecker which nor-

mally breed here; could it be that the intensive logging adja-
cent to my property last year altered the habitat sufficiently 
to discourage these species from breeding locally? The logging 
selectively removed the older and larger trees for obvious eco-
nomic reasons so that it now resembles a plantation of young, 
even-aged trees that lacks wildlife value.  The irony is that 
the resulting forest is just as fire-prone as before because the 
younger trees have skirts of dead branches down to the ground 
providing perfect ladder fuel!  Bad forest practices are detri-
mental to birds and humans – when will we ever learn?

John Sutake, Arnold

Orange-crowned Warbler - George Dondero



April/May Sightings

I am always amazed each spring that there comes a day 
when I realize the Dark-eyed Juncos have gone and shortly 

thereafter the White-crowned Sparrows have disappeared as 
well. Hey, where did the Spotted Towhees go? The Lesser 
Goldfinches don’t seem to miss the Pine Siskins moving on. 
A lot less quibbling at the thistle sock! Fortunately, new arriv-
als take their place. I have been enjoying the Bullock’s Oriole, 
the Black-headed Grosbeaks and an occasional Ash-throated 
Flycatcher’s morning songs. Some other rarer sightings have 
included Black-necked Stilts and Snow Geese.

Kit DeGear, Sonora near Phoenix Lake 

Osprey & Raven Nests on the same Tower

In last month's Squawker I mentioned that Ospreys and 
Ravens are nesting on the same tower, and since that time, 

we've seen a little excitement as I'll explain.  The first photo 
shows the unusual and unexpected arrangements of nests in 
one tower, while quite nearby is the tower where the males go 
to roost - and as you see, they maintain the same vertical po-
sitions for roosting as for nesting. They seem to have arrived 
at an acceptable modus vivendi!

On May 20 I received a call from Carolyn Lipnick who 
lives near the nest and keeps me updated to say that 

PG&E equipment was at the nest and that when she talked 
with them, they mentioned the possibility of removing the 
nest because of a fire hazard!  

I went over to Copperopolis but by the time I arrived, they 
had finished and were just about to depart.  They saw the 

Osprey hatchlings and completed their job much to the relief 
of the birds.  My opinion is that Carolyn's intervention was 
constructive because it made the workers check with their 
expert on such matters back at the office.  What might have 

happened without her intervention we'll never know, but it's 
good for the public to remind workers in this sort of situa-
tion what the law demands and what we appreciate.

Interestingly, despite the apparent modus vivendi between 
Ospreys and Ravens, when both sets of birds were in the 

air disturbed by PG&E, an Osprey took the opportunity 
to harass a Raven!  Another amusing set of interactions is 
that when the Ravens fly to the nest, they come in low to 
avoid upsetting the Ospreys - but they in turn are harassed 
by flocks of smaller birds as they fly close to the bushes and 
tree canopies!

I'm pleased to say that both pairs of birds are doing well, 
with three Osprey chicks and one Raven.  Two or three 

eggs are the most common clutch sizes for Ospreys, but one 
Raven chick is unusual, the average being in the 3 - 7 range.

The PG&E person responsible for these bird-related ac-
tivities told Dan Airola that they will avoid this problem 

in future by clearing out the nest in the fall or winter so that 
the sticks will not keep accumulating to reach a fire hazard 
stage.

Barry Boulton
...............................

Brief Osprey Project Update

As you know, I'm maintaining a database of all known 
Osprey nests in our two counties - quite a big project 

as it happens, not made easier by the closing of nesting 
areas at New Melones Lake.

PG&E at the nest - Carolyn Lipnick



Central Sierra Audubon Society - CSAS
(Chapter of the National Audubon Society)
P.O. Box 3047, Sonora,  CA 95370

General Meetings: Third Wednesday at 6:30pm (except July, August, and 
December), in the Tuolumne Public Library on Greenley Road, Sonora.

Board Meetings: Please call Barry Boulton (209)596-0612.

Membership of National Audubon & CSAS

If you are not already a member, we would be honored to have you join us.  
You can join as a full member of National Audubon Society which includes 
dues for CSAS membership or, alternately, you may join as a local member 
of CSAS in which case you will receive the monthly Squawker newsletter and 
be privy to all other CSAS activities.
An application form  is on the front page of the CSAS website at
www.centralsierraaudubon.org/join-us/

Your CSAS Officers

Barry Boulton, President   (209)596-0612
Tom Parrington, Conservation   (209)928-3835
Ralph Retherford, VP Programs  (209)770-6124 
Jean Dakota, Secretary   (209)591-9952
Linda Millspaugh, Treasurer    (209)586-9557
Kit DeGear, Field Trips                             (925)822-5215 
Gail Witzlsteiner, Membership   (209)586-4025
Jan Jorn-Baird, Publicity   (209)532-1106
Kit DeGear, Education   (925)822-5215
Barry Boulton, Newsletter Editor  (209)596-0612

Your CSAS Committee Chairs

Gail Witzlsteiner, Bird Box Trail  (209)586-4025
Tom Harrington, Book/Bird Box Sales  (209)694-8564
Chris Laddish, Scholarship   (209)728-3871
Barry Boulton, Website   (209)596-0612
Walt Kruse, YSS delegate   (707)548-1829  
Chris Laddish, Calaveras County Contact (209)728-3871

We're at an interesting stage where most, but not all, ac-
tive nests have young.  In this hot weather, the females 

are protecting their hatchlings against the intense sun.  Of 
course, I want to know how many youngsters are under those 
protective feathers, but I have to wait until the male brings a 
fish so that the commotion and activity in the nest allows me 
to identify how many.  This can be a time-consuming and very 
hot affair!

I visited one today near the Baseline Camp off O'Byrnes Fer-
ry Road where the female was sitting very low in the nest; 

her posture was that of incubating eggs and, indeed, this pair 
was quite late in getting together and under way.  The amazing 
thing is how they survive the heat - I arrived at 9am when it 
was already close to 90 deg. and the male was sitting right 
beside the nest.  When I returned 2 hours later he was still in 
the same place and the temperature was in the mid-90s.  Why 
didn't he find a nearby shady tree when he didn't need to be 
there?  Who knows....

I visited another location along O'Byrnes Ferry Road where 
I'd previously seen Ospreys contesting a nest bowl kindly 

provided by PG&E.   In late March I spent time there observ-
ing two pairs milling around the nest bowl; they all looked 
insecure, rather like juveniles might be.  Well, today, that nest 
was vacant - but a new nest had been built on a utility pole 
(no easy PG&E bowl) about a half mile away.  The occupant, 
a female, looked very skittish and nervous; she obviously had 
no young and didn't seem to be incubating eggs.  Yet, the fact 
that she was on a new nest implied a partner, so I presume they 
are juveniles learning to breed.  Maybe nest year they'll make 
it a success.

Barry Boulton

Photo Workshop on-line

Several of our members are enthusiastic photographers and 
this on-line workshop presented by the American Bird 

Conservancy might be interesting. 
Register at:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_5yo-
D0euBTPKEjauUOStCfw?eType=EmailBlastCon-
tent&eId=f64c9992-0901-4d4c-aede-c9e5ba8304f1

Book Review
Salvatore Salerno has published another volume titled "Of 
Birds, Birders, and Birding". Volume Two consists of twen-
ty-nine essays and articles which appeared in consecutive is-
sues of Valley Habitat, a joint publication of Yokuts Group of 
Sierra Club and Stanislaus Audubon Society, from 2016-20. 
There are also four previously unpublished bonus commen-
taries. This is a companion to Volume One, which comprised 

sixty-six essays and articles from 2008-15. For availability and 
pricing, contact Salvatore at:     bees2@sbcglobal.net.


